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Light chases away darkness, but creates shadows in the process, and these shadows in 

turn frame the pools of light.  Darkness is never far away. 

 

Homo sapiens sapiens became homo faber, and one of his ancestors’ early works was 

to make light in the form of fire. Human vision, honed over millions of years without 

artificial light, was now subject to extended periods of use, and this fire-light made 

homo faber the most dominant species on earth – to the point where homo faber 

threatens the survival of all other life. 

 

I believe that the history of architecture is the story of the way light enters into 

buildings and reveals the spatial composition and forms within. 

Light is the material of architecture through which we can best appreciate the nature 

of space, surface, colours and objects. Textures are perhaps felt as much through the 

skin as through the eyes. 

 

When we left the cave, we constructed our own walls and a roof. We saw for the first 

time our walls from the outside as well as the inside. We made openings in them and 

the roof to let the daylight in. Later we put glass in these openings to keep out the 

rain. Throughout all this time we decorated our solid walls with signs of our changing 

culture, and used sunlight to illuminate the glass walls.  

We lived by the diurnal and seasonal rhythms of temperature and light. We moved 

from fire to oil lamps over a very long period, and then, in the 19th century the electric 

lamp arrived, and with Mr Edison, the system to light the world.  

In the same century we dismantled the walls upon which we inscribed our culture and 

made them and the roof entirely of glass, held up by thin strips of metal. 

There has been a great deal of technical and aesthetic refinement of glass 

architecture since the 19th century, an today architects have had relative freedom to 

design how much opacity and transparency they want in buildings. The architecture 

that emerges from this freedom seems rarely influenced by artificial lighting – but it 

should be. The scope to exploit the multitude of surface treatments that glass can 

carry, together with the innumerable developments in intelligent and information 

systems which can, and will increasingly, be integrated with walls offers enormous 

scope for artificial lighting. Many of our own projects have proposed such integration, 

and these experiences, and our appreciation of light artists working at the threshold of 

human sight such as James Turrell, have led us to think more about artificial lighting 

environments than hitherto.  
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I believe that lighting designers should always work with nature’s own light pen as the 

basis for any lighting composition. This may sound paradoxical.  

It is not through defining the lumen output required upon a surface that the lighting 

designer begins - that is for those who formulate regulations and for those uninspired 

who slavishly follow them. Instead, more and more lighting designers now allow 

natural light to determine the scenarios for artificial lighting. Natural light is dynamic, 

to be tamed, manipulated or left wild by both architect and lighting designer. This 

means, quite simply, that architects should now be able to work with lighting 

designers on the same conceptual wavelength. 

Design collaboration with sensitive, skilled and professional colleagues is both a 

pleasure and a necessity. Lighting designers are essential to the architectural design 

team. 

 

Instinctively, I conceive internal and external spaces in natural light rather than 

imagine them as artificially lit environments, unless, of course, the space will always 

be denied the sky and sun. Subsequently, I seek the insight and skill of the lighting 

designer to inform the design team of the ways spaces can be connected, isolated and 

reconfigured in artificial light. 

My empathy lies with the lighting designer who says that the longer we keep the lights 

switched off the better we feel and the less energy we use. 

 

The challenge to lighting designers has never been greater - to help give us wonderful 

spaces both inside and outside our walls wherein we can frame our dreams and display 

our culture. 

 

If we all allow the natural environment to be the instrument of design at all scales, 

then our designs will be more intelligent and more responsive to our senses. 

 

Our perception of spaces and surfaces differs greatly between sunlight and moonlight, 

artificial light and fire or candlelight. The sky during the phase transitions between 

day and night provides us with some of nature’s most magical moments. On a different 

scale, so too does the flickering candle flame, or watching the slow death of a fire. 

The enduring candle is testimony to our reluctance to relinquish the fire-light, the 

contact with nature and the romantic atmosphere that it helps create - love and hope 
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live in that flickering light and perfume. Light is hope and darkness fear, yet all the 

darkness in the world cannot extinguish a single candle. 

 

Ian Ritchie, London July 2000 


